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Spelling List
This	Week’s	Focus:

•	Spell	words	with	the	suffixes	-ship and -ancy
•	Spell	words	with	the	endings -ly and -en
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Cover and SpellCopy and Spell Read and Spell 

 1. especially  

 2. immediately  

 �.  permanently  

 �.  temporarily  

 �. perfectly  

 �. sincerely  

 7. buoyancy  

 �.  truancy  

 �.  vacancy  

 10. citizenship  

 11. partnership  

 12. ownership  

 1�.  championship  

 1�.  membership  

 1�. strengthen  

 1�. lengthen  

 17. frighten  

 1�. fasten  

 1�.   
 bonus word

 20.   
 bonus word
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Word Meaning
Complete	the	crossword	puzzle	using	spelling	words .
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My Spelling Dictation 
Write	the	sentences .	Circle	the	spelling	words .

1 .

2.

Across
 1. in a way that  

is not permanent

 �. in a way that is lasting

 7. the ability to float

 �. to make stronger

 11. to scare

 1�. to make longer

 1�. the state of being a citizen

Down
 2. particularly

 �. a formal relationship  
of sharing

 �. absence from school 
without permission

 �. without delay

 �. the state of possessing 
something

 10. flawlessly

 11. to hold together
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Word Study
Add	the	suffix	or	ending	to	each	word .	You	may	need		
to	make	some	spelling	changes .

ly ancy

1. immediate �. truant

2. permanent �. vacant

�. temporary �. buoyant

ship en

7. citizen 10. length

�. champion 11. strength

�. owner 12. fright

Write	the	base	word .	You	may	need	to	add	some	letters	to	make	several	of	the	base	words .

1. sincerely 7. frighten

2. lengthen �. buoyancy

�. membership �. truancy

�. permanently 10. temporarily

�. vacancy 11. perfectly

�. partnership
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Edit for Spelling
Circle	the	words	that	are	spelled	correctly .

temperarily membership fassen

ownership vacantcy perminently

espeshally frightten sinserely

buoyancy truancy immediately

strenthen champeenship perfictly

Circle	the	misspelled	words .		
Write	them	correctly	on	the	lines .

 1. Mrs. Gomez sinserely wants to obtain her citizanship. 

       

 2. My piano teacher was espescially happy with me because I performed  

purfectly at the recital.

       

 �. The vacuncy at the hotel will probably be filled immidiately.

       

 �. Joe’s mimbership on the team will strengten our chances to win  

the champpionship.

            


